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ABSTRACT 

The consistenL use of a general statistical theory 

makes possible the eilirsination of ambiguities from the 

interpretation of coincidence experiments. It is shov»Ti 

that neasure:.ients of time delays and disintegration rate? 

can be accomplished to any desired accuracy by '_-.. of 

experimental coincidence curves alone. 

For the treatment of the tirae-reco.lvinr properties 

of coincidence equipment, two characteristic time 

magnitudes are needed, 'one of "hich is a straight- 

forward generalization of the old definition of the 

resolving time. The two time magnitudes allow the 

approximate determination of random tine lags. The 

general theory also provides a strict definition of 

the coincidence efficiency. 
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I. GE.:iilh.L CONblDiuctAilOiiS 

1-9 
A consequence cf recent improvements    in coincidence 

counting technique:.; is that a reformulation of sor.ie basic defi- 

nitions has become necessary. For exnmple, two hitaerto 

equivalent definitions of the resolving time of a coinciaence 

circuit are no lender equivalent or even, strictly sj.~ iking, 

meaningful. ,'."e shall ce.lonstrate that a consistent and unanbiguone 

set of definitions for all parameters r.ecded in tue interpretation 

of delayed coincidence measurements can be formulated in terms of 

experimentally observable quantities without any idealizing as- 

sumptions or approximations. 

A usual method of obtaining coincidence curves is as follows: 

A source of pairs of particles is so placed that the members of 

each pair can enter two detectors. The output counting rate of 

the coincidence equipment including a discriminator, as a function 

of the delay time T inserted in one channel, is denoted by N'(T). 

Then M(T)_, the coincidence curve for the source in question is 
I 

derived from the experimental curve by use of the relation 

N(T)   =   N'(T) -   Nc      (1) 

where Nc  is   the chance coincidence counting rate,   given by 

1 "c -        IV   (00).      If the two particles of each pair enter 

the  detectors  simultaneously,   the  resulting coincidence curve 
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is termed a "prcrpt" curve, and will be distinguished by the 

notation F(T). 

The height of the output pulse of the coincidence circuit 

for a given pair of input pulses will be a functional of the 

shapes of both input pulses as well as of their relative position 

in tine. Since the detectors vti.ll in general emit pulses having 

a variety of shapes and will furthermore introduce randomly 

distributed time lags, it is apparent that the F(T) curve will 

be descriptive of the entire system of detectors, coincidence 

circuit, and pror.pt source. The dependence on the source will 

hinge on the extent tc which the type and energy of the particles 

will influence the pulse shape distributions. 

Relating N(T) and F(T) tc the sane scarce strength, it is 

,, ,      10-lii 
•.veil Known that the connection between then is given 

(?) N(T] = fF(T-t)p(t)cU 
\7here p(t) is the normalized probability density for the time 

interval *t between entry of particles into the respective detectors, 

Eq. (2) is valid under the following conditions:  a) the quantities 

t and T are interchangeable, i.e., trie inserted delay mechanism 

does not materially affect the pulse shapes; b) the pulse shape 
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distributions in the respective channels are the sane for both 

sources. Condition a) usually offers no experimental difficulty, 

as one generally uses short delay cables with negligible attenua- 

tion. Condition b) can be net either by assuring that the sane 

type and energy of radiation enters the detector?. Iron both 

15 

9 
sources,       Cr by eliminating the effect of any discrepancy 

between the radiations by proper pulse shaping techniques. 

As has been pointed out earlier,  *'*  a consequence of Eq. 

(2) is that the moments of K can be expressed in terns of those of 

F and p by the relations 
h 

ST       n 
Mn(N)=2_F7^ M, (F)M(f (3) 

f^CO 

-Mh(N)-[ThNa)(AT , where   I   |    I j MF — I        / >| \  ! / CA   i       ,  etc. This 

set of equations can be solved for the moments of p,  thus deter- 

mining the latter function.    If p is known except for    the values 

of a finite  set of parameters,  as  many of equations  (3)  will be 

needed as there are  parameters  to be evaluated.     It is  convenient 

to re"»vrit<? 1.1 =  ("\\  in terms of the normalized moments 

A,= Mh/M0    <« 

since the  normalized moments are  independent of the source strengths, 

(3a) 



Another parameter,  ths "total coincidence counting rate", 

to be denoted by N     mil be needed for a clear understanding o> 

of the phenomena involved. jn particular,  it is necessary 

for the definition and determination of resolving tiiae and effi- 

ciency.    We define a "coiraidence-ccur.table" pulse pair to be a 

pair of pulses, one from each detector, having the property that 

they v&ll produce a coincidence count for some range or set of 

ranges of T of non-aero measure.    The property that a pair of 

pulses be coincidence-countable is then dependent on the shapes 

of both pulses but independent of their relative tioe orientation. 

The quantity N    is then defined to be the number of coincidence- o 

countable pulse pairs viiich originate in unit tine from related 

events at the source. 

The description of the following thought experiment may 

serve to clarify the definition of NQ.    Let a multi-channel 

delayed coincidence apparatus observe the pulses from twe detectors, 

using a source of related events.    Ly a multi-channel apparatus is 

meant a system wherein the detector outputs are branched and 

simultaneously observed by a number of delayed coincidence circuits, 

each having a different fixed value of T but being otherwise identical. 

Thus,  a finite set of points spanning the delay curve is obtained in 

one measurement.    Now,  let tne discriminator outputs of till the coin- 

cidence circuits go to one scaling circuit of sufficiently great 
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dead time  that only one count v»iii be registered for one source 

event,  regardless of how uany of the coincidence circuits respond 

to it.    Then the counting rate registered oy the sealer rail 

asrapototically approach N    as the number of channels is increased 
o 

indefinitely with a proportional decrease intjT, the interval 

between adjacent T values. 

Practical .iethods for the direct experimental nseasure.r.ent 

of 11    have been devised; 17,16 
the general principle will  te 

described briefly in section V and the  methods presented in deia   - 

in another paper. 

The theory can further be aeveloped most si.....ly in te- 

M-MD/No -^(Tj-NfT) 
will be called "reduced coincidence curves." 

\ 

inese 

define  the probability of  a  sin.'"1. •   coincidence-' 

producing a delayed coincide' 

a  \J 
. or  a 

ter.tss of      v> anc q.    \: )    "' 

iCO 

.-.'.1 

^y 

one 



; VI 
tt |  / .        -      i       1    (    '   ' f*M 

. .r.e •-. .  r ;i        ;. ccinr-'.-.,ice ;•..  v •   ':•-•  i.nl.;ic'«cl«*4« 

.   "   :.UJ   ..--.. ''-rt..ernore,  since the coincidance 

. •: .'.     c\ <-:•• ' tun*  delays  a'   '    J source  froa t;,ose 

.:.-  -:.:;«J  • .- t . .ors  or iho  <x -r   ^dence  device,  the above 

.:•.    ,:.t  v.-.r.   •<   •       -ided to read:      io area under a reduced coin- 

...    .  ;-::v    ...    .Kispendcnt of   .11 tine delays, regardless of 

-.:.. Ivan coir.c.i; .nee circuit,  tills area depends only 

c.\    ..-     ;!:.     ..'".ay-e dist'   cations. 

II.  ,J-"Pi   ^ATIOII TO SIMPLE RAIJIOACTIV£ DECAY 

.-.. plica* -.on of Eq.   (3a)  to a simple parents-daughter deca/ is 

j ..:,.!. - rwar(i    ^3      If one detector responds only to one of the 

•arti - .es, v/hieh case will be called "asymuetric"   (as,  for example,   in 

s   jJ —A    experiment),   the probability density for the elapsed time 

between the activation of the two detectors is: 

-tSc 
>o (t)«W     for  t 

p(t) = 0 for    t<0 
(5) 

Use of Eq.  (3a) with n = 1 yields 

^(Nj-evUH (6) 
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Thus, the mean life y is given by the displacement of the centroids 

of  the N and F curves. 

In the event that both detectors have the same response to 

either particles,  which case is termed "symmetric"  (as is true 

in a /- JC    experiment  ..1th Y 5 of similar  energy),  the  N(T) 

curve v.ill have the same  centroid as  F(T).     It  is  then necessary 

to use the second moments of the curves for the determination of n   . 

The above situation can be described by a symmetrized probability 

density: -|tl /fl 

In a coordinate system in which   L(^ [)""")—Q>   the application  of 

Eq* (3a)  for the second moment yields: 

^(N)-A(F)t2 0 2 
  

The generalization of the theory to the analysis of the mean 

lives of a radioactive family vail be &iven in Appendix D. 

III. THii FteSOLVIJE TB*E 

A careful analysis shows that two characteristic time 

magnitudes are needed to describe the "resolution" of a coincidence 

device.  air! by their use the inconsistencies between several 

earlier definitions of the resolving Lime can be explained. The 

problems encountered in attempting to define the resolving time 
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of a coincidence circuit and the ultimate need for defining tv;o dis- 

tinct resolving tines can best be appreciated cy considering some 

simple cases. 

First, let us assume that all pulses in a given ci inel are of 

the sane shape and that nc random tine lags between events and pulses 

are introduced by the equipment. Then there ./ill be a well-defined 

interval in the time coordinate describing the separation of the 

members of a pulse pair for which a coincidence will be recorded. 

The possibility that this interval consists of several separate 

subintervals will be disregarded ..ere. (.-.  rigorous treatuient is 

given in Appendix A). The resolving tine,  |  , is customarily 

defined as half of the magnitude of this interval, and could be 

measured experimentally in two ways. One could either measure the 

coincidence curve for a pro pt source, obtaining a rectangular 

curve of width £_ I  , or one could observe the chance coincidence 

counting rate, H  for unrelated sequences of pulses in the two 

channels, obtaining 

Nc«NAf\L-2T (9) 

where N^ and N are the respective "singles" conting rates. 

How. let us introduce one new feature:  random time lags 

between the actual events and the pulses therefrom. The value of I 
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will be unchanged, and can be deternined as before from Eq. (9), 

since the chance coincidence counting rate will not be influenced 

by the random laps. However, the prompt coincidence curve will 

be broadened and "..'ill nc lender be of rectangular shape. The 

naximun of the prompt curve will even oe levered in any of the 

random lags exceed   |   . Despite tr.e distortion of the coin- 

cidence curve, there is a convenient functional of it that will 

yield  j   . Noting that in the absence of random time lags, 

the height of the rectangular coincidence curve will be N  the 

area of the curve divided by NQ will be 0    \       . Nov.-, invoking 

the principle expressed by Eq. (U), that the area of a reduced 

coincidence curve is independent of time delays, we can write 

also valid if F(T) is replaced by N(T), the coincidence curve for 

any scarce cf related events, prcr.pt or otherwise. 

Cn the other hand, we see that the width of the coincidence 

curve is no longer given by the resolving time,  j    , Never- 

theless, the effective width of the prompt coincidence curve is 

indicative cf the resolving cower of the svstera lor determination 
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of tine delays. Therefore, it is desirable to define a second 

n'> 
:ha racteristic tiae,  |  , that xs a measure of bids wiutn. 

;hoose the definition 

r- / 
/ +CO 

z 
in ax 

UT)JT .J_ 
K nvu 

~oo 

,-rOo 

r dT 
(ID 

~oo 

although this choice is sonewhat arbitrary, it lias the virtues 

1" .hat 

an id that T 

reduces to      I       in the absence cf Line lags, 

is  usually very close  to the half-width at 

half aaxinuo of the coincidencs curve, being the half-width 

of the rectangle  that has the RS •,.? height a:»c area as  the curve. 

The final step is to extend the definitions to  the  ^er.eral 

case in which each channel receives a distribution of uulse shapes. 

Then a resclvin   tine can be defined in the original ..aimer for 

every possible kind of coincidence-countable pulse pair,   and   /   should 

be the average cf  these resolving tines over the rulse  shape distri- 

butions.     7e again consider first the case of no randora tiine la&s, 

and describe all possible coincidence-countable pulse pairs by a 

running index "i".     Letting U.   be  the  number of "type  i"  pulse pairs 

appearing in unit tine, the pro;npt coincidence curve  ..'ill te given 

by 

T)-XtW (12) 
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where f. is the coincidence curve for a single "type i!l pulse pair, 

i.e., a rectangle cf unit height and of the width £ T • • Without 

loss in generality, we can assune that all f.(T) have the sane 

centroid, as failure to neet this condition can be compensated for 

by introduction of appropriate fl :e lags. Then, since ^__  |\| f= [V 

the ..laximum of f (T) will be N , and the average resolving, time, \    , 
o 

will be given by ,-\QP 

ykr-    "   JN.f-f.frMl 
2M„   ,   'L, INt _/i MrjciT 

2. N/o /-i^» 
as before, The argument already given for the case cf uniform 

pulses again serves to extend Eq. (10) to apply to coincidence 

curves  influenced byrandoa tine lags. Thus, /^ I  is always 

given by the area of the reduced coir.cidence curve    <r> (T). 

The chance coincidence counting rate will still be f;iven by 

Eq. (9), provided the quantity NANC onl
,r includes coincidence- 

countable pulse pairs. 

rf i 
No  further discussion of the definition  of        {       is needed, 

since  it  is based on the  shape alone  of the  observed prompt 
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coincidencja cur-m and will be ^iven In the general  ca^e  also by 

Eq.   (11).     tie choose to call /       the "true resolving tine" 

and      ] '    the  "practical  resolving tine11.     In Section VIII, we 

will show  that the accuracy  cf near, life determinations  is a 

lunctiort of the ratio of      j      tc  the i.iean life under neasurer.er:t. 

Since ()   ^   !,'__ ws always have J   S "f   . 

IV.    Ar??.CIH.!ATE DETERMINE i\CN OF THL AVHUGE RANDOLi TH£ LAG 

The  two experinentally ifjeasurabie resolving   tines,      \ 

and    |     ,   caii be used to obtain trie  approximate magnitude of 

16 
the rando..i tine lags  occurring in the equipment. ,,e  return 

tc the   for>.:.alisn cf Eq.  (12),  writing for a prompt coincidence 

curve with tine  lags 

F/T)=y M. I I (j-t) o f-tUt „„ 
>   / L \±*-J 

where   P  (x 1 is a normalized probability density for the tine 

lag    t    between the  .lembers  of a !ltype  i" pulse pair.    Then the 

second moment cf F(T) will be 

,,r 
^pimj^m^^ 
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The. discussion will now be restricted to prompt curves obtained 

under symmetric conditions, i.e., identical detectors and similar 

radiation for the two channels. Experiaental curves showing no 

detectable asy..aaetry have teen obtained under such conditions. 

It is safe to assume then that all the 0     are symmetric functions 
Id 

of    t,   and that all  f.   and F have  a common centroid.    Eq.   (15)   can 
1 

therefore be rewritten: 

i mm^A 
~~i 

(16) 

-{fr)-lN.f.(Tj ^hJiWr Us in;; the not 

have for the  r.cri.ialized moments 

„(F) ,Wr).^"t/MfrK& 
2. Hz   <• ic 

(i?) 

Since F and f have a coraiuon centroid,  the second moments on the 

left hand side of iq.   (17)  can be replaced by cecond mounts about 

the centroid.    The expression on the ri^ht hand side is a weighted 
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average second r.xoraent of the random tine lag with the -eight 

factors      | •     . 

.'e will now show that  the left hand side of Eq.   (17)  can be 

replaced by \_, •—I      i , where C is a constant of the order 

of magnitude unity.    To demonstrate this,  we examine the ratio 

' /u      for a nunber of plausible  functions,     G~" 

being the square root of the nonnalised second ncment about the 

mean,  and obsenve that this ratio is not sharply dependent on the 

shaoe of the function.    For example,   for a gaussian, [•/<?"/  — LL  ; 

kvY-   I l ^ 
for an isoccles  triangle,    '/Ty  —  -^r- ;  and for the extreoe 

case of a rectangle, =    N , there will 
o' 

' /<T)    ss   3    .    ^ince f 

be no distinction between     f and       f        for that function. 

Thus, with the assumption of a resonable similarity cf shape 

between F and f, Eq.   (17)  can be written in the approximate 

forn 

9 t^^r;<'-T 
uc; 

t     bein~   the  approximate  rrns  ti;ae  lafc ascribed to one  channel. 

The validity of the  approximations  used in the derivation-of 

Eq.   (IB)  is demonstrated by the experL.iental oata listed in 
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Table I. Usin& a fixed source of Co  / 5 and stilbene scintillators, 
0 17 

'Y \ ;  alcr.e was varied (by the differential coincidence method; 

and the reduced coincidence curves taken. The values of j   and \ 

v.'ere confuted from the curves and t obtained using Eq. (10). It can 

be seen that X,     v;as essentially constant over trie range of   f  used. 

Table I. Values of f  and ~fc , for a number of values cf 
all other conditions remainir.t constant. 

rf T' t 
7.9 x 10"10 Sec 

5.6 

1.65 

-10 
Hi.5 x 10        sec 

-10 
9.1 x 10        sec 

Hi.7 9.6 

13.5 9.3 

13.5 9.2 

life believe  that the rain contribution to   X.    comes  iron t he 

Y 19 scintillation count-err.  Usin^ Ccrenkov counters '  *ri~ii<^r- ~c 

X.        as lov/ as 2.,> x 10   sec. have been observed, a value 

which can be attributed to the photomultipliers. For scintillators, 
20, 21 

theoretical limits have teen c alculated. A value of 

•s i      in-io Z J.l x iU        sec.  for L   has been attained using diphenyl acetylene 
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crystals and a pulse shaping method.*"      This value lies within 

the theoretical estimates. 

V.    KX?tiiL..LiJ£h.L DiJTLRj-Ii<.i.TIOft OB' U 
o 

Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified scheme for obtaining the 

coincidence curve N(T) and the value of NQ appropriate to that curve. 

In the figure, CL represents the fast circuit that yields the 

coincidence curve;     C2 represents a similar circuit having a resolv- 

ing time at loast. an cruer of ir.agr.iuv.de gr< ater than  "t . The 

level of the discriminal or following G? is set sufficiently high 

and that of C-, sufficiently lev; (even tolerating noise pulses in 

C ), that any pulse pair yielding an output from C9 great enough 

to trigger C-'s d_scriniinator is certain to produce an output from 

G, »s discriminator if the delay time, T, is correctly chosen. 

P. represents a far slo.ier  coincidence circuit, the purpose of 

which is to determine whether a pair of outputs from C and C0 

stem from the same source events. The output counting rate 

of R as a function of 1 vd.ll be the coincidence curve :'(T), and 

the counting rate of tne discriminator following C will be I! 

Having determined <fo> one can U3e  the reduced coincidence curve, 

which is normalised to one pair of events. Thus C„ monitors the 

equipment and makes the delay curve independent of temporal 
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fluctuations. For example: 1) No correction is needed for the 

decrease in strength of a radioactive source while making a 

measurement; 2) the change of solid angle and thereby counting 

efficiency introduced by displacing the source, as is done in 

some tine of flight aeasureuents, does not affect the reduced 

coincidence curve. 

TT-T iT\Tiir> Tr -•! nr   n <VTVT• T- :n   r/rr TO TJ VPV 

The chance coincidence counting rate was given in Eq. (9) 

as IN) iv » / [ | valid only if all pulse pairs are coincidence- 
A £> 

countable. Eq. (9) can be -written in terns of the disintegration 

rate,   V , of the source by introduction of r and c > 

the efficiencies for the counting of singles: 

In practice, "ot all pulse pairs are coincidence-countable, 

and Eq. (19) must be modified to 

N 
<^y 

=:»     C,Et'2r (20, 
o    f) 5   c 

where     P    is  tfaa fvutftimi of the   nilse oairs scccgdccfc= 
c  /I 
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that are coincidence-countable. Although it is common practice to 

regard a quantity such as  £"   as the efficiency of the 

coincidence circuit proper, Q _      has no independent physical 

meaning, since its value for a given circuit still depencs on the 

values of    r^  ^ and Q.       , which in turn are determined by 

arbitrary discrimination levels. (In fact, it is possible to 

choose C  and C  in such a manner that  r.       is greater 

than unity.) However, the product C C L is veil defined, 
ft Jj   C 

being the fraction of source events yielding coincidence- 

countable pulse pairs. This product, denoted by Q , will 

validly represent the overall efficiency of the coincidence equip- 

ment . 

For the experimental determination of r.        ,  we  U3e the 

relation ( 6ee -q. (A2) Appendix A) 

N -»t (21) 
o        ° 

dy i.qs. (10), (20), and (21),  £,  can be expressed in 

terms of experimentally observable quantities as 

M   pN(T)dT 
A      O  J-oo  (22) 

N 
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Eqs. (20 or (21) show that (~, is independent of tirae 

magnitudes such a:, t 0r  T    . While reduction of \     alone 

lowers the counting rates along the coincidence curve, it does not 

reduce the coincidence counting efficiency. The decrease in count- 

ing -ates is merely a consequence of an increased ability on the 

part of the coincidence circuit to discriminate against small tine 

differences. 

VII. LiASUREfaENT OF DISINTEGRATION RATES 

Coincidence methods have long been used for absolute measure- 

nent of source strengths,   their advantage being that they 

eliminate the need for knowledge of the detector efficiencies. 

With the use of coincidence devices of sufficiently great  I   , 

the condition II   = JJ  can be net, and by or ope r circuitry 
max    0 ' 

CXI i^*       VrHVAiVU       W A       UlJ^l     j   it-   i. i 1UU ±<J4t       -L. *fo   -**    W^.*.^^.^^ J 

2> j <, it is possibLe      to have  /  — j >    Lruer trese conditions, 

the source strength will be giver, by 

*• No 
°      N (23) 

This "•-hod is limited to relatively ve-?.k sources, for tne 

chance coincidence cemting rate nust not be so  high as to 
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prevent accurate measurement of U      , and reduction of li    bv 
VAX' c  " 

ax " l o 
reducing  i  cannot be extended indefinitely, since *J 

_ la 

requires I >>"£ «   Hence, the condition V Us '  sets an upper o I 
limit for applicability oi  this procedure. 

Utilization of the observed chance coincidence counting 

rate provides another method for measurement of source strengths 

that is not subject to the above limitations arid aoes not require 

2U 
measure.rent oi the singles counting rates.      gy combining 

Zqs. (10), (20), and (21), v.'ith the elimination of £ iJ.U , 

we ootain 

1/    _        ! "c  
V0   "        /-Kto (2U) 

N f T) dT 
- tw 

The observable s on the right hand siue of _vq. (2ii) are independent 

of random time lags, and the method can even be used for delayed 

sources having a mean lii'e far greater than  |    . 

VIII. STATISTICAL ACCURACY OF *EAK LIFE DiiTcJiLIllalIONS 

In discussing the statistical accuracy of mean life measure- 

25> 
:aer.t,s,   it is necessary to distinguish between the "symmetric" 

and "asymmetric" types of experiments. Equations (6) and {&) 



respectively are used for the evaluation of Q  in these two 

cases. The statistical accuracy of (7 depends then on that 

of the normalized first or second moments of the coincidence 

curves uped. 

If   ])  (T) is regarded as the probability of obtaining 

a coincidence count per countable pulse pair, then '.'(T) may 

be regarded as the number of successes in M trials, with the 
o 

a priori probability of success       \J (I).    The value of !.'(T) 

will then follow the binomial distribution 

u 0        fv"' 

V[H)<  v[\-v 
N0-M 

(25) 

the expected    value  of il(T) will be JI      \) (T),  and the  variance. 

cr z 
U will be N    \) (1- \) ).    jsin~ iI(I)A    as  the 

cr 
2(NJ-(M(TJ 

- 

N 0 

(26) 
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If the coincidence curve is obtained from a set of counting 

rates N taken at equidistant T values,  li.  can be approximated 

by (Vx \ / N. T* »"tiere 0{> - X N- *the total nuaber 

of counts observed along the entire coincidence curve. Employing 

the usual method of treatment of the propagation of errors, 

\        / I   .       *-  

2h n   o 

L1 -^ JL -^J.^'U) 
An upper limit for   <J~    ju   |can then be obtained by omission of 

the factor 1 - N.Aj . 
r o* 

2, a- f* 
/ 
\ 

/ , 2 \ 
'Z1 (28) 

V X l/^ / h 

In actual practice, the right hand side of (28) has been found 

to overestimate C~ / M. |by only 10^ for a typical coincidence 

curve, 

The standard deviations of H       in terms of those of the 

moments used arc 

2 mm Nj" +<r* >',«)] 
— 

'                             1 

(29a) 
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for the asymmetric case, and 

1 

4-e £(N) 2 '0 
xor Lne symmetric case. 

)'k 
(29b) 

One further approximation yields even simpler formulae, 

particularly useful for order of magnitude estimates when planning 

experiments. This consists of fitting the gaussian c ^j-r^rj 
to the prompt coincidence curve F(T) and expressing ail pertinent 

moments of F(T) and N(T) in terms of >   / £/       • 

of this procedure are: 

The res-alts 

8      W   T\\9 

2 </2 

(30a) 

for the asymmetric case, and 

B     \[5( k \[dj   l\l[9 (30b) 

for the symmetric case. 

IX. APPENDIX « 

A formulation of the theory wherein the pulse shape distribu- 

tions are explicitly introduced has several virtues. In parti- 

cular, it yields a straightforward matnejuatical interpretation 
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rS 
of NQ, |  Cs \   an<^ °^ the counting rate for chance coincidences. 

The pulse shapes will bp described by a set of parameters 

Cx .   ojid M   for those in channels A and B respectively. 
K i  K 

Using V (t)  for  the voltage in channel A as a function of tir,e, 

a possible  (but obviously not unique)  set of suitable parameters 

m«v = L I* ^ it)dt, 
the centroid of the pulse.    The relative orientation in tine of 

a pulse pair can be described by 

The pulse shape distributions in channels H and B respectively 

v/ill be denoted by Tfoj,^^ ...J^^and Q($Ar ••) 4 &   A ft — 

hencefortn to i-v auDreviateu cit>     r/olJQoi       and   (\)t(h)ri P*  • 

For related events,   there will also be a distribution in t    } 

denoted by R(t^g)  dt        R being in general dependent also on 

the      ol   S      and  ft''5     . 

Nov; the property that a given pulse    pair produces or f$lls 

to produce a  coincidence count  is a i'unction of the oC   5 >   16  S » 

i and t 
I 

'._  The C( »  f? > t  space can thus be divided into 

two parts: that corresponding to pulse pairs which will produce a 
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count.   and corresponding to those which will  not.    The former region 

is designated in Fig. 2 by      [)     .      If a source produces      VQ 

simultaneous event pairs in unit time,   the coincidence counting rate 

will be 

FfrM hmm^-V^i^tym 
V 

'UiClC      If      Ci»j       L, U J. Ox   C j      -LO      OilC       J.UOC.   vCU     UClttj        <--X ..IC j       i^HC       cUCLt      Ui       «Ui_LUli 

is a pure translation o:  the volume   \J along the t      axis,    similarly, 

,  the total coincidence counting rate and I   , the  overall 

efficiency desribed earlier,  vd.ll be readily defined by 

N-«iTOQlPW^-Ht (A2) 

where (X is the projection of \J on theel A subspace. 

For a given set of values  of theol 5 and 0   5   >  denoted 

in the figure by <x    $    p       »  there will be a section af 

the line ine oi^cl,      , jbz. &      ,  that lies within   L/ . This section 
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may have more than one part if the  line intersects a cavity inl/« 

For example   in rig.  2,   the portion o.Cc(=cJL      , [3; ?)    ,   that lies 

V .ithir   ^     runs  from ^ to  ^ and from ^ to t, .    Equation (Al) 

can then be written: 

Ffrh(fw»W&.^MdtAft 
A;4 

rUd(5 (A3) 

v-nere a A        
u^*tn 

CJ    t      denotes  the i      distinct oartion of the  above 
'- .IB 

CTf    I 
mentioned line  falling vithin      VV     .    The end points  of each 

LI.^.„ interval v.lll,  of course, be functions of a/      and    p     . 

If •>ve no'./ compute the area of the coincidence curve, we 

obtain 

-4-00 

./, 

^ ~(l)dT-vo ?Wfl(p).iTKpj^dji (Ah) 

-& a. 
where ^   f    o| p       is the measure of the section of the line 

corresponding to an   C\    arid      13    falling r/ith**^   \y 

the  line show  in Fig.  2,   <;  /"—T, —"t    ^~~L ~L   .        \    as defined 

ror 

i      3     \. 

by  (10),   can now be written: 

|-/T)ai       I rtyttpj ip.p) d^ q p 
-A<? 

2 Ho       [(f^)Q|fi)dUcl|l 
CAS) 

/J& 
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Thus,    |      con to interpreted as an average ever the pulse 

shape distrib'tions ofTjai. (bj,  the rer:olvir.;;  time  for pulses 

of shapes  specified by       o(        and      &        . 

The  chance eei.nci.4 ^r;ce counting  rate  can nov/ be computed 

readily.     Zar ;J.d"3r  two  independent sources  of  strengths    u* 

and     jv      !<roduci;u: pulses  in the  respective Ciia..r.els.     by a 

"ty e — c^        "  pulse  is r.eant a pulse ".vhc-e parameters  are in a 

tc a| •+•£:(    .JU + ^OU 
i '  -2, ^ 

For a single   type - o(    pulse  in A anu a siarle  type —ft pulse 

in 5,   the available  interval on the t.v axis  for coincidence 

is    o !   (<>.  p) .    The  number of  type - p pulses per unit 

time '..'ill be   J-4,0.   (->) d j2> •      Hence  the   total accumulated 

interval over unit time for coincidence between one  type—ol   pulse 

and any pulse in B will be    U      Q(f>)i^, f>) <& j3> 

This  interval divided by the 'unit of tine '..'ill then be the proba- 

bility of a coincidence between the  type — X     pulse and any iUbe.-p 

pulse.    The chance coincidence counting rate can   therefore be 

obtained by multiplication by the  number of type - >^  pulse and 

integration over        o^ , i.e., 

JJ 
a 

(A6) 
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The chance coincidence  counting rate from cnc  source of related 

j    =r  U     -     U 
Pi    *tb~    o 

k^!M(Mni^)^^ 
Cl 

(A7) 

,-fOC 
or by the use oi  Eqs.   (A2)  and  (A£): 

O    T0 

v«*--'ch is  equivalont  to Lq.   (2U) 
-CIO 
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X. APPENDIX 3 

To illustrate the application of Eqs« (2) and (2a) to more 

complicated cases, we will now treat the case of parent-daughter- 

granddaughter decay and will then make the obvious generalization 

to larger radioactive families. 

Let us denote the :aean life of the daughter by  (7.    and 

that of the granddaughter by   \j'«  . Vi'ithout loss in generality, 

we can restrict the problem ^0 the case in which only the radiation 

of the parent and granddaughter decays car. excite the detectors. 

The p(t) function for the time interval between the parent and 

granddaughter decays will be the superposition of the two exponential 

decay functions with the respective mean UTOS   \j.        , and (jn      . 

The p(t) function and hence its moments will be symmetric in  p  , 

and \jn . The moments,  U        , will be given by 

u,=1 ^ + 2 e, dz -2 of=1$. -z % 
hl = hQ?+t,6\ + tf$+(>BZ      (B1, 

= 24^-7^5,% t24Sj 

elc . 
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vhere Sx - 9( +B% , S? =   fy Q-^     are the elementary 

symmetric functions of the       Q   ' s.    Now, for an asymmetric ex- 

periment, the   first moment of p(t) will yield S  , the second 

moment and the known value of S,  -.till yield S ,  and    Q,     ,  and 

Hn    will be the roots cf the second degree equation 

2 
fl-S^+S^ o <B2) 

The generalization to the analysis of an asymmetric experi- 

ment performed on a family of N members  is straightforward.    '.Ve 

denote the N    elementary symmetric functions of the (/       's 

by SkN» fa- '--' N )       -    Since J^h (V)   is a symmetric 

function of the n-th decree in the    Q   5     y      U n    can always Le 

expressed as a function of the S,     such that 
kN 

lA  /h)-  F   K c       \ AIT/' In \J\ur~/ J'nN ) ) (B3) 

where. F does not contain any S  for k \ n. Thus the first N 

moments of p  utilized in ascending order will yield the S,,.is 

by simple substitution, since the right hand side of £qs. (B3) 

will be a triangular array in the S «s. By a well-known theorem 
kll 

of algebra,      9 / )  &J  , /    $/V Wlil be 

i^he roots of the N-th uegree  equation: 

h Kr *N-« (BW 

'KNJ 
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The p(t)   function obtained in a symmetric experiment differs 

in that all the odd moments are zero..    The even moments,  however, 

vail  be  the same a?  T.nose  obtained in an asymmetric experiment. 

Thus,   for the parer.t-daughter-granddaughter case,  S-i   and S    can 

be determined by  inserting      M.o    and   LA .   in Eqs.   (Bl).    »ihile 

the previous triangular array is no longer available, ^q.  (B2) 

is  still valid and yields        \J i     ,   and      (pp   . 

for the  ca^e of  a symmetric experiment performed on a  family 

of    N members, v;e  'use the  first N even moments   U^     U ,      U 
I s>/4>      / -2/V 

from v*iich • > e determine S % ,      j(-j ,     f\J    . Then Eq. 

(BU)   can  be solved for    (7,     \j "\   1 IN as before. 
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